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Abstract: Software quality is explicitvproperty 
which determines what sort of standards software 
ought to have. In production of any software 
quality is a key factor which have to be 
accomplished. Numerous inquires about have been 
finished with respect to software quality. These 
Software Products progressivelysperplexing 
algorithms tosoperate and then for ensuringstheir 
quality, one needs further developed strategies 
forshandling thesevSoftware Products. According 
to our survey, Data Analytical SoftwarevProducts 
require more work because of their 
Productssprogressively perplexing nature. One of 
the potential reasons can be the volume and 
assortment of Data. On the other hand, this 
researchvemphasizesson testifying the Data 
AnalyticalsSoftware Products which have many 
problems becausestesting of these 
SoftwarevProducts requires real time data. 
however, each time the testing of thesesProduct 
Items dependsseither on dummysinformation or 
reproductions and these Product failedswhen 
theyswork on real data. For making this softwares 
work good before and after the deployment 
phaseswe need to apply better software quality 
standards. 

 

I. Introduction: 

Quality is significant for thevaccomplishment of 
software. Quality has the little effect invfruitful and 
bombed software ventures. Nature of Software is 
the explanation of achievement and decrease of a 
productvrelated association. Numerous inquires 
about have been finished with respect to quality 
administration, estimationvand confirmation. In 
this paper we will discuss the qualitysassurance 
problems of data analyticsssoftwares and we will 
also define best rehearsessfor testing of product. 
Datasanalytics has a contribution in almostvevery 

industry, especially for making life comfortable 
and for the advancementvof our society, whether it 
isshealth sector or smartshomes, datasanalytics has 
a huge impact onshuman race [3]. We should 
examine the inner structure and formation of 
information driven or information Investigative 
virtual products in light of the fact that before 
discussing Quality Assurance we should think 
aboutsthe structure, advancement and reason for 
those frameworks. Principle objectives of data 
analyticssare to peruse the information, 
comprehend the informationsand afterward 
discover patterns from itsand above all to anticipate 
about the topic. These expectations can be 
highlighting a greater significance of subject 
thatvis being watched, and results acquiring from 
these investigations can be prompting new 
hypotheses and advancements, that is the reason 
these diagnostic software analytics are getting 
commonality step by step. 
 

II. Background  
Today internet is available at every place especially 
in industrial sector and it has a huge impact on the 
production of data, previously data used 
tovbevstored on hard drives now tendency of 
storingvdata has movedvtowards digitization 
because production rate of data in streams is 
increasing every second. Especially in the 
industrial field where data is in huge amount and to 
handle and managevthis huge data we need some 
special product [4].  

Many methods have been proposed by the 
developers nin the field of research by multiple 
means of research methodology [5]. However the 
technology is going on a very fast pace, the Data 
gathering apps have introduced people with the big 
data and these applications generatevhuge amount 
ofvdata that can be estimated asvTerabytes, in a 
half dayvworldwide. Health sector alsovneeds a 
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qualityvassurance mechanismvfor medical figures, 
such as ex-rays. On an average a normalssize 
hospitalsgenerates about 1 million figures per year 
[6].  To get some better results we have to intellect 
with some better  

We will have a literature review, becausesresearch 
in thisvdomainsis notvyet properly done so wevwill 
have to conduct avresearch survey too. 
Thevresearch surveyvwill consist ofvquestionnaire 
related to complexitiesvand practicesvused in 
industrial sector, this survey will be conducted 
from industrial sector engineersvdevelopers and 
the studentsswho have at least a bachelorsdegree in 
computersscience because they are the one who 
will besworking on analytical softwares. 

 

III. LITERATURE REVIEW  
Quality Assurance for data needs a huge amount of 
knowledge and it also needs a lot of effort because 
gathering such huge amount of data is not an easy 
task, but getting the useful data from the raw data 
is the difficult task, because results fromvdata can 
be ambiguousvmany times. That is why we have to 
involve the people who are working on the quality 
assurance in the developing phases of the software. 
We have to make a quality assurance team who is 
responsible of the validity of the results produced 
by them. Adding QualityvAssurance peoples in 
developingvteam canvbe beneficial becausevthey 
will find and resolvevquality related issues at 
earliest stages and thisvapproach can savevso much 
time for us, as a output, moneyvand time can be 
saved Quality Assurancevteam must makevplans 
for testing; such asvtest cases etc. Thissapproach 
gives asclear view to Qualitysassurance team and 
with thissstrategy we can see a positivevmovement 
in our project testing side [8]. 

Testingvin real time data is complexvand money 
wastingstechnique, that’s whyvto resemble devices 
vis a better option andvthis technique isvsuccessful 
so far, but invcase of data analyticsvwe need real 
data, like in casevof traffic analyticsvwe cannot 
visualizevit, though we canvbut it is not 

avsuccessful process. RecentlyvAutomated vehicle 
crashesvhas occurred and this minorvincident 
hasvcaused company sovmuch loss. In result, for 
datavanalytics we need real timevdata so that 
beneficialvoutput can be generated [9]. 

 

These techniques arevvery necessary becausevin 
many of the systemsvdata sources are too 
muchvand data is in hugevamount toscheck it 
manually. For a simplevquery for example how 
manyvbikes crossed this signal at 8:00 pm 
yesterday? Now thisvseems veryssimple invfirst 
sight butvwhen we willvbe running this 
queryvmanually it will takevmany hours may be 
avday or two in traditionalvsystems, that’s why we 
need to use especial systems and we need to 
concentrate on quality more [10]. 

Many developers have highlighted thesquality 
assurancesas avautonomous field and it is also 
mentionedsthat software qualityvassurance is 
introduced after hardwarevquality assurance and 
similarities betweenvthese two domains are also 
processed. Manual methodsvare not enough to do 
the necessary advancements; there need to do some 
changes [11]. 

 

IV. METHODOLOGY  
This research is dependent on the basis of literature 
review and the surveys conducted on the industrial 
sectors workers and students who are engaged in 
software development processes. This paper was 
written because the excess availability of the 
literature was not enough [12]. 

V. Survey Responses 

When have taken multiple surveys in these context 
that how much quality assurance on data analytics 
is important. Some of the people think that its not 
important but some of them think it is. We have 
done the surveys with the people who are engineers 
in the industry or the students who are having the 
background of Computer Science and have a know 
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how about the quality assurance. So we can get 
better results in our surveys. The graph 
summarysin Fig. 1 showed thatsalmost 60% are 
students, 30% are developers and remaining 10% 
are business analysts. We have taken people from 
every profession. 

 

Fig. 1. Professional 

 
Fig. 2. Affiliations with 
companies.  

We also wanted to observe the affiliation of the 
participants that from which company they are or 
from which university they have studied to make 
sure about the productivity of participants by 
analyzing their background shown in fig 2. 
Developers from some reputable organizations 
were included like HBL, Lakson Group IBA 
Sukkur students. We can observe in this fig the 

affiliation is on the horizontal line and and no of 
developers on the vertical end. 

 

  
Fig. 3. Experience of developers in years. 

Now that we have taken certains developers from 
these organizations we will see how much 
experience they have In the field of the computer 
science and how much they know about the quality 
assurance or how much work they have done in the 
field of quality assurance. 

Despite about their experience in the field. Fig 3 
shows the people who have upto 2 years of 
experience are almost 89% and people with a more 
experienced background are 10.7% respectively. 
We tried to reach people with more experienced 
background but we only got 2 to 3 responses.   

  
Fig. 4. Accordingvto you, isvquality assurance 

important? 

As we have discussed earlier that do people think 
software quality assurance is important for any 
software or not. So in these surveys we have 
gathered developers from the multiple categories as 
we have discussed earlier, but in majority we have 
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the people of the final year students or the 
employees from the companies which are 96.4% 
and they think quality assurance is the key 
component in the software product. And only 3.6% 
thinks that its not important factor for any software 
product shown in fig 4. 

  
Fig. 5. At which stage of software development 

cycle, quality assurance group should 
interfere? 

As we have seen the earlier results that majority is 
in the favor of doing quality assurance on the 
product but in what phase we should do this. So we 
ask the Q/A sessions with developers about this 
shown in fig 5. 32.1% of them said that we have to 
do it before the deployment. 14.3% said we should 
do it after the deployment phase. 25% said we 
should apply quality assurance in the designing 
phase and 25% said we should apply it in the 
development phase. 

 Fig. 
6. Have you ever worked for the development of 
data analytical software. 

We have asked the developers that if they have 
worked in the field of data analytics so we get the 

result as 50% overall shown in fig 6. 50% of them 
have worked in the field and have observed that 
quality assurance is really important for the field of 
data analytics. 

 
Fig. 7. In which phase these complexities 
occur in data analytics? 

We asked a question just to examine that in 
which phase developers face the complexities 
occur in the analytical software. So 40.9% said 
it occurs in the development phase. And 2/5% 
said it comes in the designing phase. So the 
developers have to get ready in the initial stages 
of the development and designing of the 
softwares in fig 7 and should plan accordingly 
for the future work. 

 

VI. Conclusion: 

Quality assurance is the essential part of any 
software development model when it comes to the 
data analytics it is very hard to obtain results 
without the quality assurance because making of 
the data analytics softwares are more tough then the 
traditional softwares so we have to apply the 
quality assurance factor to the data analytics 
software. Some apply them  in the development 
phase some of them in the initial stages and some 
apply after the deployment in  the testing phases. 
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